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Current COVID Data in New York
• Case numbers still
increasing
• No policy changes to
date
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The Interplay between Standards
- New whistleblower protections in
New York State
- How do they affect existing
requirements – like those from the
Deficit Reduction Act of 2005?
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The Deficit Reduction
Act of 2005
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Deficit Reduction Act of 2005
• Effective January 1, 2007
• Federal law that grants states the ability to modify their Medicaid
programs
• Prevention of fraud and waste in Medicaid programs
• ‘Infamous’ for the increased lookback period for Medicaid
planning purposes
• Employers need to be aware of Section 6032
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DRA Section 6032
• Established section 1902(a)(68) of the Social Security Act
• 42 U.S.C. 1396a (aka Section 1902(a)(68) of the SSA):
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Who does this apply to?
• “Entities”
o Governmental agency
o Organization
o Unit
o Corporation
o Partnership
o Other business arrangement (including
any Medicaid managed care organization
irrespective of the form of business
structure or arrangement by which it
exists)
• Receiving Medicaid Payments of at least
$5 million annually

• Employees of the entity
• Contractors and/or Agents of the entity
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What must Entities do?
• Establish written policies that cover:
o The False Claims Act
o Administrative Remedies
o State Laws
o Whistleblower Protections
o Prevention
• Provide the policies to:
o Employees (including management)
o Entity contractors
o Entity agents
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New York State
Legislation: S. 4394A
Chaptered October 28, 2021
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Changes to NYS Labor Law Section 740
• With thanks to Member Jane Sovern of
Bond’s Higher Education practice, for her
initial analysis of these issues:
o A significant expansion of New York
State’s Whistleblower Law (NYS Labor
Law Section 740) took effect on Jan. 26,
2022.
 The amendments opened the door for
current employees, as well as former
employees and individual independent
contractors, to bring claims.
 As well – significant expansions of what
is considered retaliation.
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More on Those Whistleblower Standards….
o What Changed?

− Claims had been limited to:
 “activities that violate the law and pose a substantial and specific danger to public health
or safety; or that constitute health care fraud.”
 Standard now pivots on reasonable belief:
o “(1) there need not be an actual violation of the law, just a ‘reasonable belief’ that one
exists; and
o (2) complaints could include retaliation for allegations of a violation of any law or
executive order, including violations of non-discrimination laws.”

 Moreover, a danger to health or safety is more broadly defined.
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The Implications for Organizations Receiving Medicaid
Funding, in the Wake of S. 4394A
oKey differences for organizations operating under the new
standard include:
−The need for expansion of extant policies
−Scoping in a broader reach – e.g., those former employees
−Notification requirements
−Lower standard to bring claims forward
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How Do Medicaid Funded Entities Comply?
• Check with your Human Resources specialists to ascertain what
compliance program is currently in place
• Reach out to a Bond attorney to
o bolster your compliance program and make sure it aligns with new
standards
o Develop uniform contract and DRA ’05 addendum provisions, particularly
with respect to vendors & contractors
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Compliance Assistance Release No. 2022-01
o March 10, 2022 - Department of Labor published Compliance Assistance
Release No. 2022-01 addressing cryptocurrency in 401(k) plans.
− Same reasoning and principles are applicable to many digital assets, including
but not limited to tokens, coins, crypto assets, and any derivatives thereof.

o DOL expressed significant caution to fiduciaries who are considering
offering cryptocurrency investment options in their retirement plans
− Concerns over prudent of these investments – implying they are imprudent

o DOL warns of future investigation of plans offering cryptocurrencies as an
investment option
− including permitting such investment through brokerage windows.
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Compliance Assistance Release No. 2022-01
Duty of Prudence

o Under ERISA, retirement plan fiduciaries are required to act solely in the
best interest of plan participants and beneficiaries – including their financial
interests.
o Duty of Prudence
− Fiduciaries must act ‘with the care, skill, prudence, and diligence under the
circumstances then prevailing that a prudent person acting in a like capacity
and familiar with such matters would use in the conduct of an enterprise of a
like character and with like aims.

o Fiduciaries have an ongoing duty to ensure only prudent investment
options are offered under the plan, requiring both initial and recurring
independent evaluations of all investment options offered under a plan to
determine if they are, and remain, prudent options.
o No bright line rule on what constitutes prudence
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Compliance Assistance Release No. 2022-01
Hughes v. Northwestern University
o Defined contribution plan fiduciaries will not be able to avoid liability from
offering imprudent investments solely because they provide a variety of
investment options.
o Regular monitoring to ensure a prudent investment lineup and removal of
imprudent fund options
o Review internal monitoring and decision-making processes and
procedures – especially when it comes to evaluating plan fees,
investments, and service providers (including recordkeepers)
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Compliance Assistance Release No. 2022-01
– DOL Concerns
• Speculative and Volatile Investments. Highly speculative and subject to extreme price volatility –
potentially connected to uncertainties associated with valuing these assets, as well as impact of
speculation, fictitious trading, theft, and fraud, amongst other factors.
o Potential devastating impact on retirement accounts – especially for those approaching retirement.
• Informed Decisions. Attract investments from non-expert investors with expectations of high returns,
without any appreciation of risks.
o Even experts find it extraordinarily difficult to value and separate the facts from hype.
o Participants may lack sufficient knowledge or expertise to make informed investment decisions, as
compared to traditional retirement plan investments.
o Plan fiduciaries are expected to approve only prudent investment options. By offering
cryptocurrency, participants may have a false sense of prudent security.
• Custodial and Recordkeeping Concerns. Unlike traditional plan investments, cryptocurrencies are
not held in trust or custodial accounts, but generally exist as computer code in a digital wallet. Some
risks associated with handling cryptocurrency include lost passwords, hackers, and theft.
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Compliance Assistance Release No. 2022-01
– DOL Concerns

• Valuation Concerns. Concerns over the reliability and accuracy of cryptocurrency valuations – noting
that even experts find it complex and challenging.
• Evolving Regulatory Environment. Cryptocurrency markets have their own rules and regulations,
which are continuing to evolve. Some market participants may not be operating or complying with their
existing regulatory framework – leading to potential unlawful sale of securities through unregistered
transactions.
o Risks include:
− inadequate disclosures,
− loss of investor protections under securities laws.
− Use in illegal activity leading to restricting use of cryptocurrency pending law enforcement
investigation.
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Compliance Assistance Release No. 2022-01 - Takeaways

• DOL has implied that cryptocurrency is an imprudent plan investment and will
be contacting plans that offer it as an investment option in the plan lineup
o Perhaps the first time the DOL has drawn such a broad conclusion on a specific form of plan
investment.
o Plan audits and investigations take time and resources
o Release is not authoritative. While there is no statutory authority for the DOL to draw this
conclusion, as ERISA does not specifically classify any asset class as imprudent.

• DOL further notes that it will question plan fiduciaries about the prudence of
permitting access to cryptocurrencies through brokerage windows.
o Traditionally, brokerage windows offer access to participants to buy and sell securities through
their 401(k) plan account via a brokerage platform – availing themselves to a much larger
range of investments than offered via the plan’s investment fund lineup.
o Historically, DOL has not investigated brokerage windows, allowing fiduciaries to avoid liability
for poor investments directed by participants.
o The decision to offer the brokerage window, in-of-itself, was viewed as a fiduciary decision.
o Fiduciaries need to consider whether they are fiduciarily liable for transactions made through
brokerage windows -- not just cryptocurrency transactions.
o Given the significant number of transactions, it would be unreasonable to expect fiduciaries to
monitor all of them.
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Remote Work – The Numbers – Pre-COVID
• 173% increase in the number of regular telecommuting
employees (excluding the self-employed), since 2005
• 40% increase in the number of employers offering employees
the option of working remotely, since 2015
• Pew Research: Survey of workers whose job responsibilities
can be mainly done from home:
o Pre-COVID: Only 20% worked from home all or most of the time
o Dec. 2020: 71% reported doing their job from home all or most of the
time
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Practical issues to consider…
• If you mandate live attendance at the office, will you lose key
talent?
o If so, can you replace them?

• Do you sow discord among those who stay and agree to return?
• Are you losing productivity or incurring other negative
consequences from ongoing remote work?

• What is happening with competitors?
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Legal issues to consider…
• Are you registered to “do business” where the remote worker is
located?
• Must payroll taxes be withheld differently?
• Are there statutory benefits that must be provided?
• Are there any other different employment law requirements?
• Should I have a written policy or agreement in place?
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Policy / Agreement Considerations
❑ Eligibility Criteria
▪ Avoid allegations of unfairness or unlawful discrimination
▪ Does the job consist of “portable tasks”?
▪ Can job performance be easily measured by outcomes?
▪ Does the position require daily interaction with others?
▪ Does the employee supervise or train others?
▪ Length of service requirement?
▪ Performance or attendance requirement?
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Policy / Agreement
❑ Terms
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Location
Schedule
Availability
Timekeeping
Overtime
Expense Reimbursement
Caregiving Responsibilities
Time-Off
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Policy / Agreement Considerations
❑ Terms (Cont.)
▪ Confidentiality
▪ Connectivity
▪ Safety & Health
▪ Equipment & Supplies
▪ Other Policy Applicability
▪ Duration/Periodic Evaluation
▪ Right to Revoke
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Employees Working Out-of-State
• There may be tax and legal consequences associated with
employee working in a state different from where the employer is
physically located or operates
• Tax liability
o For employer – state income taxes; gross receipts taxes, sales and use taxes
o For employee – state income taxes

• Employment law concerns
o Workers’ compensation, unemployment insurance, state-specific
employment laws

• Evaluate and make decision to permit out-of-state remote work with
this in mind
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Impact of Remote Work During Pandemic
• The EEOC has indicated that a temporary shift to remote work
during the pandemic does not require an employer to accept all
remote work requests going forward
• If an employee was relieved of performing essential functions as a
result of remote work caused by the pandemic, the employer has
no obligation to refrain from restoring those essential functions
when prior work arrangements are restored
• However, if an employee requested a remote work accommodation
pre-pandemic and it was denied, the employee’s performance while
working remotely would need to be considered if the employee
renews its request
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Takeaways
• Carefully consider requests to work remotely, when framed as a
request for reasonable accommodation

• Engage in fact-specific analysis before denying, taking job
performance while working remotely during the pandemic into
consideration
• Regular communication and evaluation are critical
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Workplace Investigations
Thursday, June 9, 2022
DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel, Syracuse
Registration opening soon
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The information in this presentation is intended as general background.
It is not to be considered as legal advice.
Laws change often and information becomes rapidly outdated.
All rights reserved.
This presentation may not be reprinted or duplicated in any form, without
the written authorization of Bond, Schoeneck & King PLLC.
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